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Prague Out & About

 Straight out of Brooklyn

Come and see 

New York may be a concrete jungle, but the artistic soil in Brooklyn must be rich indeed, judging by the
installations and video works by more than a dozen artists based in that borough now showing in the
inviting, multi-leveled Futura gallery.

The first and main half of Brooklyn, Brooklyn comprises pieces by three young Americans who spent last
summer as artists-in-residence at Třebešice Castle, just east of Prague. Jason Clay Lewis' “God of War”
and Jeph Gurecka's “Bread, Salt and Water” seem directly influenced by their Central European stay, while
Johnston Foster's cautionary “Celebrate the New Dark Age” is more reflective of current events in the
artist's homeland.

Gurecka’s piece strives most for the timeless and universal. Among its nods to impermanence and
mortality, the most obvious is the pile of bread-baked skulls, inspired by the Sedlec ossuary near
Třebešice; the most fun is the dark room with purple fluorescent light shining through the salt-strewn
floor, showing the visitor’s footprints; and most creative is a large image of a hand created by ash, sand
and salt.

Foster's found-metal creation strikes at a more specific target, albeit indirectly, depicting (American?)
eagles swooping down to attack a herd of pigs. Foster's consideration of the weighty issues of unilateral
war and U.S. hegemony is balanced by the casual humor of his junk-sculpture approach.

The disparate media of Lewis' World War II-influenced installation — paintings of Auschwitz fences, flower
sculptures made from barbed wire, a video showing words being erased, macabre/funny drawings — work
together surprisingly well. If the artist misses an opportunity to explore echoes of that time today (in
Guantanamo and elsewhere), his images are compelling on their own and his text accompanying the
barbed-wire flowers — “Even in the most unlivable situations, a glimmer of hope can exist” — obliquely
indicates larger thematic ambitions.

Of the video work, the most traditional is Austrian Nin Brudermann’s “The Swan.” The lovely piece would
have been an amazing document on its own (from her window, Brudermann filmed the incongruous arrival
of a swan to Brooklyn’s East River); the artist's narration in poetic, enchantingly broken English, the
hypnotizing theremin-based music and the light touches of image enhancement raise it into a perfectly
realized artistic whole.

The dual exhibition does have one consistent flaw: presentation. Gurecka’s bread skulls lose impact by
being in an open, ineffectively lit space, and it's hard to concentrate on many of the video pieces when
others are distractingly within earshot. Still, the Futura space is such a pleasant labyrinth to explore —
cool in both senses of the word — that it would make a great summertime stop even without the current
display of horizon-expanding art.

NEED TO KNOW

Brooklyn, Brooklyn 
Where: Futura (Holečkova 49, Prague 5)
When: Through July 31
How much: free
Info: www.futuraprojekt.com
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Czech National Bank

31.AUG.2005

AUD 18.089 CZK

CAD 20.319 CZK

EUR 29.565 CZK

HUF 12.093 CZK

PLN 7.333 CZK

SKK 76.277 CZK

GBP 43.296 CZK

USD 24.239 CZK

Click for more rates
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Flight Czech Republic
Group Fares without the Group!
Discounts on 10 Major Airlines

No Fee No Broker Lofts
Williamsburg 1st and 2nd stop L
lots of light and high ceilings

Czech Art Glass
Functional & Decorative Art Glass
Available at Overstock Auctions

Watercolor Artists
Shop for Craft Supplies! Find,
Compare and Buy
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